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The tenth Logan McRae novel from the No.1 Sunday Times bestselling author. Scottish crime fiction at its very best.
Newly appointed police inspector Domenic Jejeune doesn’t mind ruffling a few feathers to flush out suspects in the brutal murder of a renowned ecological activist. 2015 Arthur Ellis Award —
Winner, Best First Novel • Globe and Mail 100: Best Books of 2014 • 2015 Kobo Emerging Writer Prize — Shortlisted, Best Mystery Inspector Domenic Jejeune’s success has made him a poster boy
for the U.K. police service. The problem is Jejeune doesn’t really want to be a detective at all; he much prefers watching birds. Recently reassigned to the small Norfolk town of Saltmarsh, located in
the heart of Britain’s premier birding country, Jejeune’s two worlds collide when he investigates the grisly murder of a prominent ecological activist. His ambitious police superintendent foresees a
blaze of welcome publicity, but she begins to have her doubts when Jejeune’s most promising theory involves a feud over birdwatching lists. A second murder only complicates matters. To unravel
this mystery, Jejeune must deal with unwelcome public acclaim, the mistrust of colleagues, and his own insecurities. In the case of the Saltmarsh birder murders, the victims may not be the only
casualties.
When Maggie Taylor accepts a new job in Manchester, she is sure it is the right move for her family. The children have settled well although her husband, Duncan, doesn't appear to be so convinced.
But nothing prepared her for the shock of coming home from work one night to find that Duncan has disappeared, leaving their young children alone. His phone is dead, and she has no idea where
he has gone, or why. And then she discovers she's not the only one looking for him. When a woman who looks just like Maggie is brutally murdered and DCI Tom Douglas is brought in to
investigate, Maggie realizes how little she knows about Duncan's past. Is he the man she loves? Who is he running from? She doesn't have long to decide whether to trust him or betray him. Because
one thing has been made clear to Maggie--another woman will die soon, and it might be her.
This changes everything we thought we knew about John Steinbeck. After languishing in the CIA’s archives for 60 years, a letter is uncovered in John Steinbeck’s own hand that shatters everything
history tells us about the author’s life. Written in 1952, to CIA Director Walter Bedell Smith, Steinbeck makes an offer to become an asset for the Agency during a trip to Europe later that year.
More shocking than Steinbeck’s letter is Smith’s reply accepting John’s proposal. Discovered by author Brian Kannard, these letters create the tantalizing proposal that John Steinbeck was, in fact, a
CIA spy. Utilizing information from Steinbeck’s FBI file, John’s own correspondence, and interviews with John’s son Thomas Steinbeck, playwright Edward Albee, a former CIA intelligence officer,
and others, Steinbeck: Citizen Spy uncovers the secret life of American cultural icon and Nobel Prize–winner, John Steinbeck. •Did Steinbeck actively gather information for the intelligence
community during his 1947 and 1963 trips to the Soviet Union? •Why was the controversial author of The Grapes of Wrath never called before the House Select Committee on Un-American
Activities, despite alleged ties to Communist organizations? •Did the CIA influence Steinbeck to produce Cold War propaganda as part of Operation MOCKINGBIRD? •Why did the CIA admit to
the Church Committee in 1975 that Steinbeck was a subject of their illegal mail-opening program known as HTLINGUAL? These and a host of other resources leave little doubt that there are
depths yet unplumbed in the life of one of America’s most treasured authors. Just how heavily was Steinbeck involved in CIA operations? What did he know? And how much did he sacrifice for his
country? Steinbeck: Citizen Spy brings us one step closer to the truth.
The Blood Road (Logan McRae, Book 11)
The Enduring Alliance
The Race Is on to Find Sergeant Jason Knight
Steinbeck: Citizen Spy
Gone Too Far
Normal for Norfolk (The Thelonious T. Bear Chronicles)
DISCOVER THE COMPLETE DCI REECE SERIES TODAY. There are three unmissable crime thrillers in this great value boxset: The Other Her A detective on the edge. A killer on the loose. When DCI Bran
Reece is called to the bloody crime scene of a murdered woman, he thinks the case is his. But the new Chief Superintendent has other ideas. She sees the recently widowed Reece as a volatile risk-taker and
puts him on leave, forcing him to watch from the sidelines. Or so she thinks. DS Elan Jenkins soon realises her boss’s replacement is out of his depth and takes matters into her own hands. But Elan
unknowingly puts herself and others in grave danger. Can Reece and Jenkins overcome their personal issues and solve the case? The truth might be closer to home than either of them is willing to admit…
She's Next He knows her name . . . Where she lives . . . And wants her dead. Dr Richard Wellman is a Consultant Anaesthetist at the University Hospital in Cardiff. He’s also a disturbed serial killer with a
grudge. Back at work after being shot, DCI Bran Reece is still struggling following his wife’s murder nearly eighteen months earlier. As Reece and his team investigate a number of separate murders, he
suspects they are linked, despite the evidence suggesting otherwise. With Reece fast closing in on the doctor, can he bring the man to justice without ending up in the firing line for a second time? Or will his
preoccupation with an old foe blind him to the fact that a member of his own team might be in mortal danger? Isla's Missing Some secrets are best taken to the grave. Jailed thirty years ago for a murder he
didn’t commit, Arvel Baines has been plotting his revenge ever since. He’s going to ruin the lives of all those responsible for framing him. And one man, in particular, will be made to suffer more than the rest.
When the son of the true killer wakes up on his kitchen floor to find his wife dead and teenage daughter missing, so begins a deadly game of cat and mouse. Soon the Murder Squad are tasked with finding
the missing girl, drawing DCI Reece into the mix. Can Baines carry out his gruesome vendetta before he’s caught? Will Reece outsmart another killer? And what happens to the missing Isla? Praise for the
DCI Reece Thrillers "A great read, twists and turns and bodies galore." "This is what I call a top-notch crime thriller. Gritty, graphic and laced with one-liners" "This is an excellent, fast-paced, crime mystery
that keeps you on your toes." "Gritty Welsh noir with a side order of dark humour." "Excellent, fast-paced gritty police procedural."
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
A mountain patrol leads Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett into a dangerous situation in this gripping novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author C. J. Box. It's Joe Pickett's last week as a temporary
game warden in the mountain town of Baggs, Wyoming, but his conscience won't let him leave without checking out the strange reports coming from the wilderness: camps looted, tents slashed, elk
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butchered. What awaits him is like something out of an old campfire tale, except this story is all too real—and all too deadly.
Edinburgh has Rebus.The Highlands have Logan.Now Yorkshire has Grimm ...Welcome to Wensleydale, where the cheese is famous, the scenery beautiful, and the locals have murder on their minds
...Detective Chief Inspector Harry Grimm is forced to take leave from Bristol's Major Investigations Team when his boss, tired of Harry chasing the ghost of his murderous father, sends him north on
secondment.Used to city life and high stress, Harry fears his life will now be spent handing out speeding tickets, finding lost sheep, and directing tourists. But when a local teenager runs away, Harry finds
himself pulled into an investigation much worse than anyone could have ever expected.The nicer the place, the darker the secrets. Wensleydale is beautiful, everyone is friendly and welcoming, and people
just don't get murdered ... do they?A classic fish-out-of-water crime mystery set in the stunning and evocative scenery of Wensleydale in North Yorkshire.Grimm up North is the terrific debut crime novel from
award-winning author David J. Gatward. Perfect for fans of L. J. Ross, J. D. Kirk, Simon McCleave, Alex Smith, J. M. Dalgliesh, J. E. Mayhew, and J. R. Ellis.
A DCI Harry Grimm Novel
Britain's Most Hated Celebrity Has Disappeared
Road to Nowhere
A Shroud of Leaves
A Novel
The Other Her, She's Next, and Isla's Missing

An infamous drug baron is tortured before being coldly executed in his London home. The body of a drug dealer who appears to have met a similar fate is found in the dark waters of Loch Ness. As
more bodies are found, Detective Superintendent Jock Anderson of Inverness CID fears that he is hunting a calculating serial killer; but although he is suspicious that perhaps more than one murderer is at
work there are few clues – few leads to follow... until Jock is provided with some unusual assistance from a novel source.
"True Northern Grit and Humour" 5 STARS "Brilliant!" 5 STARS "Another Great Suttie Read" 5 STARS WARNING, Contains bad language at times, particularly when the poor people are talking.
Includes the very worst swear word a few times as well. Please do not purchase if offended by swearing. (Or offended by people leaving used teabags on the sink.) Thank you. NEIGHBOURS FROM
HELL by Steven Suttie The Haughton Park development just outside Manchester is an exclusive new suburb of expensive homes for professional families. When the developer fails to sell half of the
properties, the project is thrown into financial chaos.The local council steps in with a workable solution. They propose to use the unsold homes as social housing for homeless families, in return for the
much needed cash injection that the developer needs to pay the bills. It's a win-win situation. Or is it? Many of the home-owners are up-in-arms at the proposal. They don't want the place over-run with
'scrubbers.' They start a media campaign to stop the plans. But they are defeated. The homeless families are given temporary accommodation on the swish development. Mum of four Rachel Birdsworth
is one of the new residents, and she's determined to get past these stupid class differences. She does her very best to get along with everybody and make new friends. It all starts off quite well. But when
she realizes that the home-owner across the road is a wife-beating bully, and that his wife is a virtual prisoner in the home, she wants to help. But this kind of help has deadly consequences. DCI Andrew
Miller is back, trying to get to the bottom of what exactly has happened over at Haughton Park in this heart-stopping, dark thriller from One Man Crusade author Steven Suttie. "Totally gripping" "Can't
put it down" "Found myself laughing a lot even though it was a gritty thriller. Fantastic!!" WARNING, Contains bad language at times, particularly when the poor are talking. Please do not purchase if
offended by swearing. Thank you.
Five years ago Mackenzie Darroch was abducted and held captive in a derelict house. She thought she'd found her way out of the darkness. She was wrong... When Mackenzie witnesses a car crash and
saves the driver’s life, it sets in motion a chain of events that will alter both their futures. The two women get involved in a high-profile police case which draws the attention of a ruthless reporter. Gina
Calvi is convinced Mackenzie is not who she appears and is prepared to do anything to prove it. Meanwhile, across the city, Kirsty McBride, a young single mother, is persuaded to leave a violent
relationship. Her partner, Malkie Boyle a Glasgow hardman, is due to be released from prison. Once back on the street and bent on revenge, Boyle is determined to find the people responsible for stealing
his family from him. Can Mackenzie save them or will Boyle get his revenge? Owen Mullen is a best-selling author of psychological and gangland thrillers. His fast-paced, twist-aplenty stories are perfect
for all fans of Robert Galbraith, Ian Rankin and Ann Cleeves. What readers say about Owen Mullen: 'Owen Mullen knows how to ramp up the action just when it’s needed... he never fails to give you
hard-hitting thrillers that have moments that will stay with you forever...' 'One of the very best thriller writers I have ever read.' 'Owen Mullen writes a good story, he really brings his characters to life
and the endings are hard to guess and never what you expected.'
"Finely observed beautifully written" Daily Mail on The Secrets of Life and Death "The victim had been buried in a carved hollow in the grass and shrouded in fallen leaves..." Archaeologist Sage
Westfield has her first forensics case: investigating the murder of a teenage girl. Hidden by holly leaves, the girl's body has been discovered on the grounds of a stately home, where another teenage girl
went missing twenty years ago - but her body was never found. The police suspect the reclusive owner, Alistair Chorleigh, who was questioned but never charged. But when Sage investigates a nearby
burial mound - and uncovers rumours of an ancient curse - she discovers the story of another mysterious disappearance over a hundred years ago. Sage will need both her modern forensics skills and her
archaeological knowledge to unearth the devastating truth.
One Man Crusade
US Foreign Policy After The Cold War
Scuba Stories
Final Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States. Authorized Edition
The DCI Reece Thrillers Books One to Three
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Crisis and Compromise in American Intelligence after 9/11

Religion, madness and murder align amongst the teeming spires of Oxford, England, in this terrifying Halloween thriller from Jackson Sharp. Perfect for fans of Karen Rose, Richard Montanari, Chris Carter,
and Alastair Gunn *** As Halloween approaches, the mutilated body of a young woman is found in a remote field, posed to resemble a piece of ancient religious art. Then, when another body is displayed to
similarly chilling effect, it's clear that there is a link between the two murders. As panic spreads across Oxford, DI Lauren Rose must stop a killer with a dark and dangerous obsession. But as the investigation
deepens, Rose realises that the city is being stalked by an evil that has revealed itself before far from Oxford. And that there is a pattern. A reason for the name The Halloween Killer . . .
A girl lies close to death in a dark, deserted lane. A driver drags her body to the side of the road. A shadowy figure hides in the trees, watching and waiting. For Ellie Saunders last night's hit and run on the
back road could destroy everything she has. She was out that night, but if she reveals where she was and why, her family will be torn apart. She is living on a knife-edge, knowing that her every move is being
observed.... Ellie's new neighbour, former Detective Chief Inspector Tom Douglas has moved to the village for some well-deserved peace and quiet, but as he is drawn into the web of deceit his every instinct
tells him that what happened that night was more than a tragic accident. As past and present collide, best-kept secrets are revealed and lives are devastated. Only one person knows the whole story. And that
person will protect the truth - no matter what the cost. The Back Road is an electrifying thriller that will keep you guessing to the very end.
Max Mace has a secret; a secret he knows nothing about. His enemies know it and will use those closest to him to reveal it. Over the course of eighteen months Max, a young private investigator, will have to
solve clues, decide who he can trust and connect the pieces of the puzzle to find it out. In doing so, he will discover the secret that will change his life forever. Follow the clues and join Max on his terrifying
journey to the truth.
DCI Miller is faced with a head-ache and a half in the latest Manchester based adventure GONE TOO FAR.Kathy Hopkirk, the nation's most detested "celebrity" has disappeared. Famed for her outrageous
remarks and nasty observations about ordinary people in the street and stars from the showbiz world, Kathy has always taken great delight in grabbing the headlines and causing as much controversy as
possible. But now she is in the news for a different reason. She is missing.While visiting Manchester for work, she was staying at The Midland. The iconic, world famous hotel was the last place Kathy was
seen, CCTV recorded her leaving on foot. Her destination was unknown. Three days later, her disappearance was reported to police by her manager. The sensational news was met with great interest by the
British public, though very little surprise or sympathy. Kathy Hopkirk had been pushing it for years. It looks like this time, she may just have gone too far.DCI Miller and his team are overwhelmed by the
amount of vitriol and hatred which surrounds the missing woman. Where do they possibly start with this one? Kathy has had thousands of death threats on Twitter alone.DCI Miller is back with another rollercoaster case. Gone Too Far is the fourth DCI Miller story from popular British indie author Steven Suttie.Miller 1 is "One Man Crusade" Miller 2 is "Neighbours From Hell"Miller 3 is "Road To Nowhere" Miller 4
is "Gone Too Far"WARNING, Contains bad language, including the worst one a few times. Please do not purchase if offended by swearing.On Amazon's "customers also bought" function, Steven Suttie's
books are ranked alongside titles by Kerry Wilkinson, Ben Cheetham, Martina Cole, Karen Woods, Paul Finch, Heather Burnside, Rachel Abbott, Kimberley Chambers, Anna Smith, David Menon, Ed James,
Robin Roughley. Lisa Hartley, D.S. Butler, Helen Durrant, RC Bridgestock, Col Bury, Lisa Hall, Pam Howes, Iain Cameron, Jessie Keane, Val McDermid, Adam Croft, P.F Ford, Matt Brolly, Mel Sherratt,
Angela Clarke, Leigh Russell, Derek Fee, Janice Frost, Paul Gitsham, Steven Dunne, Katherine Pathak, Oliver Tidy, T.M.E Walsh, Peter Grainger, Dave Sivers, Tony Black, Mike Craven, Peter Grainger,
Angie Smith, Stephen Puleston, Michael Murray, Angela Marsons, Mark Edwards, LJ Ross, Kathryn Croft, Graham Masterton, Caroline Mitchell, Nick Alexander, CL Taylor, Louise Voss, Jenny Blackhurst,
Marnie Riches, Michael Wood, Luca Veste, Damien Boyd, Paula Hawkins, Lynwood Barclay, Ann Cleeves, M.A. Comley, Mark Sennen, Tara Lyons, Louise Voss, Squid McFinnigan, Rob Sinclair, Jane Isaac,
Nicky Black, Faith Mortimer, Dreda Say Mitchell, Michael Kerr, Stephen Edger, John Nicholl, Ruth Dugdall, Robert Bryndza, B.A. Paris, Katerina Diamond, Maggie James, Lisa Hall, Georgie Logan, Tammy
Robinson and Linda Tweedie
Death in the Mist
Conversations with 29 Filmmakers
DCI Miller 5
The Back Road
Kill Me Again
Ahead of the Game

Provides the final report of the 9/11 Commission detailing their findings on the September 11 terrorist attacks.
Set in Dundee, this fast-paced crime novel is the first to feature Polish Detective Sergeant Dania Gorska. Volatile times in the city of discovery . . . DS Dania
Gorska is a stranger in a foreign land. Born in Poland and transferred from London to Dundee's specialist crime division, she is called upon to investigate a
series of grotesque killings where the victims are first brutally murdered and then displayed in a bizarre manner. Although seemingly unrelated, clues point
to the victims having been members of a local druidic cult. While solving these murders is Dania's priority, she finds herself increasingly drawn to the case
of two runaway teenage girls. But when she learns they were also members of the same druid group she becomes convinced their disappearance is linked
to the murders. And, despite what the evidence suggests, Dania starts to fear that the girls have not run away but are actually the newest, undiscovered
victims of the killer . . . Praise for Hania Allen 'Nicely nasty in all the right places . . . The story rattles along until bringing the curtain down with an
unnerving twist' Craig Robertson 'Captivating characters and an intriguing plot. A great new find for crime fans' Lin Anderson 'Pitch-perfect . . . a witty,
tense crime novel written in a highly readable style' Russel D McLean
The nightmare is just beginning... A short story and prequel featuring DCI Matilda Darke, star of Michael Wood’s darkly compelling crime series. Perfect for
fans of Angela Marsons and Patricia Gibney.
P. D. James meets E. L. James in Under a Silent Moon, this first novel in an exciting British crime series—a blend of literary suspense and page-turning
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thriller that introduces formidable Detective Chief Inspector Louisa Smith—from suspense talent Elizabeth Haynes, author of the bestselling Into the
Darkest Corner. In the crisp, early hours of an autumn morning, the police are called to investigate two deaths. The first is a suspected murder at a farm on
the outskirts of a small village. A beautiful young woman has been found dead, her cottage drenched with blood. The second is a reported suicide at a
nearby quarry. A car with a woman’s body inside was found at the bottom of the pit. As DI Louisa Smith and her team gather evidence, they discover a
shocking link between the two cases and the two deaths—a bond that sealed their terrible fates one cold night, under a silent moon. In Under a Silent
Moon, Elizabeth Haynes interweaves fictional primary source materials—police reports, phone messages, interviews—and multiple character viewpoints to
create a sexy, edgy, and compulsively readable tale of murder, mystery, and unsettling suspense.
Grimm Up North
Victim of Innocence: A DCI Matilda Darke short story
The Long Road’s End
Deadly Harm
A Scottish Crime Thriller
Nowhere to Run
When a body is discovered at a popular Highland landmark, it seems like just another day on the job for DCI Jack Logan and his team.Except this body is
missing a very vital component, and given its location - The Well of Seven Heads - it seems like someone is trying to send a message. But why? And to
whom?With pressure mounting from his superiors, six hundred teenagers baying for blood, and the press sniffing around for a scandal, the only chance
Jack has of cracking his latest case is if he finds a way to keep the heid, while all around are losing theirs.Ahead of the Game is the tenth book from
bestselling Scottish crime author, JD Kirk, and is perfect for fans of Ian Rankin, Stuart Macbride, and Val McDermid.
The cold war came to a grinding halt during the astounding developments of 1989-1991. The Berlin Wall fell, Eastern European countries freed themselves
from Soviet domination, and the Soviet Union itself disintegrated after witnessing a failed coup presumably aimed at restoring a communist dictatorship.
Suddenly the “evil empire” was no more, and U.S. foreign policy was forever changed. This volume explores the revisions to a variety of bureaucratic
institutions and policy areas in the wake of these political upheavals.
To catch the hunter, become the prey.When the body of a female backpacker is found on the Yorkshire moors, the killer seems obvious, the motive clear.If
only.Because Grimm and his team are up against not just a murderer, but a predator, and when the key suspect disappears, it's only a matter of time
before another body is found. To catch one of the most dangerous killers he has ever faced, and to have any chance of staying alive himself, Grimm will
need to not only draw on his skills as a detective, but as a soldier, and to trust his team with his life as he goes to war once more.But at least he
won't have to eat cheese and cake. Hopefully . . .Corpse Road is the third book in the DCI Harry Grimm crime thriller series, set in the Yorkshire
Dales, and perfect for fans of L. J. Ross, J. D. Kirk, , Adam Croft, Simon McCleave, Alex Smith, J. M. Dalgliesh, J. E. Mayhew, and J. R. Ellis.
Money, success, family? A deadly combination... Out for a jog on a snowy winter morning, a young detective witnesses a brutal murder. The victim is
Tanvi Roy, one of the richest women in Britain and a matriarch of a food empire. It's just DCI Craig Gillard's luck that he's on duty. As he delves
deeper into the Roy family, it's soon apparent that not everything is as it seems. But then Gillard realises trouble of a different sort is brewing
closer to home... Perfect for readers of Mark Billingham, The Body in the Snow is a remarkable and gripping crime thriller.
A Birder Murder Mystery
A Short Novel
A DCI Harry Grimm Crime Novel
Nowhere Child
DCI Satterthwaite #7
Manchester Has a New Serial Killer

Road to NowhereThe Race Is on to Find Sergeant Jason KnightCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
After the September 11 attacks, the 9/11 Commission argued that the United States needed a powerful leader, a spymaster, to forge the scattered intelligence bureaucracies into a
singular enterprise to vanquish AmericaÆs new enemiesùstateless international terrorists. In the midst of the 2004 presidential election, Congress and the president remade the
postûWorld War II national security infrastructure in less than five months, creating the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) and a National Counterterrorism Center
(NCTC). Blinking Red illuminates the complicated history of the bureaucratic efforts to reform AmericaÆs national security after the intelligence failures of 9/11 and IraqÆs missing
weapons of mass destruction, explaining how the NSC and Congress shaped the U.S. response to the 9/11 attacks. Michael Allen asserts that the process of creating the DNI
position and the NCTC is a case study in power politics and institutional reform. By bringing to light the legislative transactions and political wrangling during the reform of the
intelligence community, Allen helps us understand why the effectiveness of these institutional changes is still in question.
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An old mystery solved after thirty-five years. And a new one just beginning...Millionaire Murdo Wolf took off in a small plane from the island where he lived, and neither he nor the
plane was ever seen again. Until now.The Wolf family have gathered on the island they used to call home. They're celebrating the life of their father, Oliver Wolf, who died six
months ago.Now, one of Oliver's sons has been murdered. And when his body is discovered, so is the body of his grandfather. Did the son know where his grandfather was
hidden? Did he die because of it?DCI Harry McNeil is sent to the island to investigate the cold case and track down a killer who may or may not still be there.Helping with the
investigation are two detectives from Glasgow, DCI Jimmy Dunbar and DS Robbie Evans.This isn't an open-and-shut case and they discover the killer is still lurking on the island,
and the body count is increasing. But with no clear motive and no direct links to the patriarch going missing all those years ago, this is going to be one of the hardest cases Harry
has ever worked on.Point of no Return is book number 7 in the DCI Harry McNeil series.
"Every moment of Sir Hugo Fletcher's life has been chronicled in the British press: his privileged upbringing, his high-profile charity work to end human trafficking -- even his two
marriages. But when the billionaire philanthropist is discovered murdered in his London home, tied naked to a bed, the scandal is only a shadow of the darkness lurking off-camera.
Laura Fletcher returns from an Italian vacation to find her husband dead and her home under siege by paparazzi. Is she shocked? Yes. But is she distraught? Not exactly.
Especially when Chief Inspector Tom Douglas reveals his suspicions that Hugo's killer is female. Laura always knew she wasn't the only woman in Hugo's life. And she knows she
wasn't the only one with a motive to kill. The deeper Douglas digs, the more sordid details about Hugo Fletcher he uncovers. And yet nothing compares to the secret Laura guards,
a secret that could bring the guilty to justice -- or destroy an innocent life forever."--Publisher description.
Shooting Season
The Final Cut
Neighbours from Hell
Liston Pearce Series 1
The 9/11 Commission Report
The police have a pretty big problem. Somebody has started shooting unsuspecting citizens dead as they go about their daily business in the north west of England. But it is a very specific type of person that
the gun man is targeting. In order to keep the public calm, the police have no alternative but to explain to killer's motive. And that's when things start to get really tricky for the investigating officers. PLEASE
NOTE: This book contains bad language.
Scuba diving is a dangerous sport. Even with the best training and attention to detail things can still go wrong. This book is a collection of real life stories from DIVE magazine readers, who have got
themselves into perilous situations, tell us what they did to ensure they lived to tell the tale. Find out why it important to always carry a knife, why a back-up delayed SMB is a good idea and even what to do if
you are stuck in head first in a shopping trolley on the sea bed.
Continuing to provide a concise approach to this crucial organization, the second edition of The North Atlantic Treaty Organization: The Enduring Alliance is fully updated to take in the developments since
2007, with key additions including: Discussion of NATOʼs place in a changing world Consideration of recent operations on the alliance Evaluation of the impact of the financial crisis Reconsideration of the
NATO-EU relationship Discussion of the US pivot to Asia-Pacific and its impact on NATO The implications for NATO of Russiaʼs action in Ukraine The rise of emerging security challenges, including Islamic
State A new chapter looking to the future of NATO in light of the recent developments Highlighting the continued importance of NATO in the international arena, this accessible guide details the origins,
institutions, workings and activities of the organization, as well as contributing valuable insights to the debate surrounding the future of the alliance.
Great Britain is going through austerity. Those affected worst are the poorest and most vulnerable people in society. People who have nothing, are having the tiny amount of money they receive in benefits
taken away by a spiteful government hell bent on protecting the very wealthiest, and savagely attacking the very poorest. But the problem is being ignored, or overlooked by the British public, largely due to a
corrupt system where most of the media is controlled by the same wealthy people that the government pander to. In Manchester, it seems that one man is determined to put this issue right in the spotlight. His
methods are met with disgust and outrage by the population, as he attacks DWP staff from behind as they leave their work, causing them life-changing injuries which shock and upset the entire nation. The
DWP workers refuse to show up for work, and the whole British welfare system is thrown into chaos. Pensions and benefit payments aren't being processed and this looks like the biggest crisis to hit the
blundering, incompetent government, since the last one. DCI Andy Miller is handed an open cheque-book, and all the resources that he needs to bring this shocking crime-wave to a swift conclusion. The
government announce that extra officers are being used. But in austerity Britain, there are no extra officers. Only tired, under-paid and frustrated ones who hate the government just as much as the attacker
seems to. Miller and his team are going to have to dig deep and come up with something extra special in order to put a stop to this madness. THE FINAL CUT, the 5th DCI Miller adventure. Release date
Monday 27th November 2017 Miller 1 is "One Man Crusade" Miller 2 is "Neighbours From Hell" Miller 3 is "Road To Nowhere" Miller 4 is "Gone Too Far" WARNING, Contains bad language, including the
worst one a few times. Please do not purchase if offended by swearing. On Amazon's "customers also bought" function, Steven Suttie's books are ranked alongside titles by Ian Rankin, Val McDermid, Kerry
Wilkinson, Ben Cheetham, Martina Cole, Karen Woods, Paul Finch, Heather Burnside, Rachel Abbott, Kimberley Chambers, Anna Smith, David Menon, Ed James, Robin Roughley. Lisa Hartley, D.S. Butler,
Helen Durrant, RC Bridgestock, Col Bury, Lisa Hall, Pam Howes, Iain Cameron, Jessie Keane, Val McDermid, Adam Croft, P.F Ford, Matt Brolly, Mel Sherratt, Angela Clarke, Leigh Russell, Derek Fee,
Janice Frost, Paul Gitsham, Steven Dunne, Katherine Pathak, Oliver Tidy, T.M.E Walsh, Peter Grainger, Dave Sivers, Tony Black, Mike Craven, Peter Grainger, Angie Smith, Stephen Puleston, Michael
Murray, Angela Marsons, Mark Edwards, LJ Ross, Kathryn Croft, Graham Masterton, Caroline Mitchell, Nick Alexander, CL Taylor, Louise Voss, Jenny Blackhurst, Marnie Riches, Michael Wood, Luca Veste,
Damien Boyd, Paula Hawkins, Lynwood Barclay, Ann Cleeves, M.A. Comley, Mark Sennen, Tara Lyons, Louise Voss, Squid McFinnigan, Rob Sinclair, Jane Isaac, Nicky Black, Faith Mortimer, Dreda Say
Mitchell, Michael Kerr, Stephen Edger, John Nicholl, Ruth Dugdall, Robert Bryndza, B.A. Paris, Katerina Diamond, Maggie James, Lisa Hall, Georgie Logan, Tammy Robinson and Linda Tweedie
Blinking Red
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The Polish Detective
InfoWorld
Sleep Tight
Under a Silent Moon
Corpse Road
"In these engaging, challenging and beguiling dialogues, Pamela Cohn expertly draws from her subjects, personal biography and conceptual intent, process
and nearly subconscious motivation, personal revelation and political mission. The result is a work that not only provides a road map to the furthest
regions of cinematic possibility in the early 21st century but one whose spirited back-and-forth inspires the reader to think anew about artistic
possibility." —Scott Macaulay, editor-in-chief of Filmmaker Magazine “Pamela Cohn has curated and conducted a series of interviews that simultaneously
invite you to turn the page, and pause for a moment of reverie. Her interviews furrow the grounds where sensibilities become cinema, and attitudes
become forms." —Luke Moody Lucid Dreaming is an unprecedented global collection of discussions with documentary and experimental filmmakers, giving film
and video its rightful place alongside the written word as an essential medium for conveying the most urgent concerns in contemporary arts and politics.
In these long-form conversations, film curator and arts journalist Cohn draws out the thinking of some of the most intriguing creators behind the
rapidly developing movement of moving-image nonfiction. The collection features individuals from a variety of backgrounds who encounter the world, as
Cohn says, “through a creative lens based in documentary practice.” Their inspirations encompass queer politics, racism, identity politics, and
activism. The featured artists come from a multiplicity of countries and cultures including the U.S., Finland, Serbia, Syria, Kosovo, China, Iran, and
Australia. Among those Cohn profiles and converses with are Karim Aïnouz, Khalik Allah, Maja Borg, Ramona Diaz, Samira Elagoz, Sara Fattahi, Dónal
Foreman, Ja’Tovia Gary, Ognjen Glavonic, Barbara Hammer, Sky Hopinka, Gürcan Keltek, Adam and Zack Khalil, Khavn, Kaltrina Krasniqi, Roberto Minervini,
Terence Nance, Orwa Nyrabia, Chico Pereira, Michael Robinson, J. P. Sniadecki, Brett Story, Deborah Stratman, Maryam Tafakory, Mila Turajlic, Lynette
Wallworth, Travis Wilkerson, and Shengze Zhu. Can nonfiction film be defined? How close to reality can or should documentary storytelling be, and is
film and video in its less restrictive iterations “truer” than traditional narratives? How can a story be effectively conveyed? As they consider these
and many other questions, these passionate, highly articulate filmmakers will inspire not only cinema enthusiasts, but activists and artists of all
stripes.
One Dark Secret. One act of revenge. When Emma Joseph met her husband David, he was a man shattered by grief. His first wife had been killed outright
when her car veered off the road. Just as tragically, their six-year-old daughter mysteriously vanished from the scene of the accident. Now, six years
later, Emma believes the painful years are behind them. She and David have built a new life together and have a beautiful baby son, Ollie. Then a
stranger walks into their lives, and their world tilts on its axis. Emma's life no longer feels secure. Does she know what really happened all those
years ago? And why does she feel so frightened for herself and for her baby? When a desperate Emma reaches out to her old friend DCI Tom Douglas for
help, she puts all their lives in jeopardy. Before long, a web of deceit is revealed that shocks both Emma and Tom to the core. They say you should
never trust a stranger. Maybe they're right.
Off-Duty Police Sergeant Jason Knight from Bolton police station has disappeared whilst cycling in the Lancashire countryside. His wife raised the
alarm. Jason is not the kind of man who would go missing. Something is very clearly wrong. The disappearance quickly becomes a full-scale alert, and
counter-terror police are on standby, monitoring the situation extremely closely. DCI Andrew Miller is drafted in urgently to try and figure out what
the hell is going on, and why Knight might suddenly disappear. It's a race against time to find the popular, well respected Sergeant. Meanwhile, the
local press are calling for Miller's resignation following the infamous "Neighbours From Hell" trial, and newspaper revelations that suggest Miller
could be responsible for an apparent miscarriage of justice. If Andy Miller thought that he already had enough on his plate - he's about to discover
that there's plenty of room for more, in this fast-paced, gritty thriller set in Manchester and The Trough of Bowland, in the heart of Lancashire. DCI
MILLER 3 - Road To Nowhere. RELEASE DATE 18th May 2016 Road to nowhere is the third DCI Miller story from popular British indie author Steven Suttie.
Miller 1 is "One Man Crusade" Miller 2 is "Neighbours From Hell" Miller 3 is "Road To Nowhere" THINGS PEOPLE SAY about Steven Suttie's books; "Suttie
grabs you by the scruff of the neck on page one and doesn't let go until the last page." "Totally gripping" "Found myself laughing a lot even though it
was a gritty thriller. Fantastic!" "I can't wait to read more from this author." "Suttie struggles to spell some words and he also uses far too many
adjectives. The inaccurate use of apostrophes is quite alarming." WARNING, Contains bad language at times. Please do not purchase if offended by
swearing. On Amazon's "customers also bought" function, Steven Suttie's books are ranked alongside titles by Kerry Wilkinson, Ben Cheetham, Martina
Cole, Karen Woods, Paul Finch, Heather Burnside, Rachel Abbott, Kimberley Chambers, Anna Smith, David Menon, Ed James, Robin Roughley. Lisa Hartley,
D.S. Butler, Helen Durrant, RC Bridgestock, Col Bury, Lisa Hall, Pam Howes, Iain Cameron, Jessie Keane, Val McDermid, Adam Croft, P.F Ford, Matt Brolly,
Mel Sherratt, Angela Clarke, Leigh Russell, Derek Fee, Janice Frost, Paul Gitsham, Steven Dunne, Katherine Pathak, Oliver Tidy, T.M.E Walsh, Peter
Grainger, Dave Sivers, Tony Black, Mike Craven, Peter Grainger, Angie Smith, Stephen Puleston, Michael Murray, Angela Marsons, Mark Edwards, LJ Ross,
Kathryn Croft, Graham Masterton, Caroline Mitchell, Nick Alexander, CL Taylor, Louise Voss, Jenny Blackhurst, Marnie Riches, Michael Wood, Luca Veste,
Damien Boyd, Paula Hawkins, Lynwood Barclay, Ann Cleeves, M.A. Comley, Mark Sennen, Tara Lyons, Louise Voss, Squid McFinnigan, Rob Sinclair, Jane Isaac,
Nicky Black, Faith Mortimer, Dreda Say Mitchell, Michael Kerr, Stephen Edger, John Nicholl, Ruth Dugdall, Robert Bryndza, B.A. Paris, Katerina Diamond,
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Maggie James, Lisa Hall, Georgie Logan, Tammy Robinson and Linda Tweedie
A stand-alone novella featuring the same characters as Rachel Abbott's bestselling novel Stranger Child " Someone is looking for Tasha. But does she
want to be found? " Eight months ago Tasha Joseph ran away, and her stepmother, Emma, has been searching for her ever since. She is desperate to give
Tasha the home and security she deserves. The problem is, Emma isn't the only one looking for Tasha. The police are keen to find her too. She could be a
vital witness in a criminal trial, and DCI Tom Douglas has a team constantly on the lookout for her. But Tasha remains hidden, and nobody appears to
have seen her. Suddenly, the stakes are raised. Somebody is offering money - a lot of money - for information about Tasha's whereabouts. Tom and Emma
know they have never been closer to finding the young girl. But they also recognise that she has never been closer to danger. Can they find her first?
She can run - but for how long can she hide?
Lucid Dreaming
Max Mace
Trick or Treat
A Questionable Hero
Point of No Return
Only the Innocent

A drowned man. A missing teenager. A deadly secret. When Emmy Leach discovers the body of a drug addict, wrapped in a tent and submerged in the
icy waters of a Cumbrian tarn, she causes more than one problem for investigating officer DCI Jude Satterthwaite. Not only does the discovery revive
his first, unsolved, case, but the case reveals Emmy's complicated past and opens old wounds on the personal front, regarding Jude's relationship
with his colleague and former partner, Ashleigh O'Halloran. As Jude and his team unpick an old story, it becomes increasingly clear that Emmy is in
danger. What secrets are she and her controlling, coercive husband hiding, from the police and from each other? What connection does the dead man
have with a recently-busted network of drug dealers? And, as the net closes in on the killer, can Jude and Ashleigh solve a murder - and prevent
another? A traditional British detective novel set in Cumbria
"When Olivia Brookes calls the police to report that her husband and children are missing, she believes she will never see them again. She has reason
to fear the worst; this isn't the first tragedy that Olivia has experienced. Now, two years later, Detective Chief Inspector Tom Douglas is called in to
investigate this family again, but this time it's Olivia who has disappeared. All the evidence suggests that she was here, in the family home, that
morning. But her car is in the garage, and her purse is in her handbag - on the kitchen table. The police want to issue an appeal, but for some reason
every single picture of this family has been removed from albums, from phones, from computers. And then they find the blood... Has the past caught
up with Olivia?"--Amazon.com.
If fame goes to your head, don't lose it.When thriller writer Charlie Baker disappears after launching his latest novel, it looks to DCI Harry Grimm
like the fame went to his head--and the booze, too.Until Charlie turns up dead, a post-mortem reveals something more sinister than suicide, and
Harry is faced with too many suspects and not enough answers.With shocking secrets to expose, unthinkable pasts to uncover, and his own darkness
to final put to rest, revealing the killer's identity could well turn out to be the most challenging case of Harry's career.Assuming that he still has one
once's he's dealt with his own murderous father . . .Shooting Season is the fourth book in the DCI Harry Grimm crime thriller series, set in the
Yorkshire Dales, and perfect for fans of L. J. Ross, J.R. Ellis, Margaret Mayhew, Jeanne M. Dams, J. M. Dalgliesh, Roger Silverwood, J. D. Kirk, Adam
Croft, and Simon McCleave
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
A Siege of Bitterns
The Body in the Snow
Stranger Child
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